Home

NEW. NOW. NEXT.
SPRING 2018

WE MAKE
HOMES WORK.
Partner with Honeywell for the advanced
products and technologies that optimize
awareness, efficiency and comfort throughout
the home. You’ll build homeowner satisfaction,
and your bottom line, too.
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SOLUTIONS
DUCTLESS CONTROL

Take comfort. Further.
Discover our latest solutions that help you take home comfort to the next
level. Designed to meet the changing needs of today’s consumer, they
also help you deliver a simple, seamless experience for customers. These
solutions, along with our entire portfolio of products and programs, enable
you to customize whole-home comfort for each and every homeowner.

EXPLORE WHAT’S NEW, NOW AND NEXT FOR SPRING.

CONNECTED
WATER
HEATING & COOLING
AWARENESS
IAQ
SUPPORT PROGRAMS

DUCTLESS
CONTROL SOLUTIONS
IT’S DUCTLESS CONTROL, SIMPLIFIED.
Demand for ductless technology is growing, but most systems feature remotes and
controllers that are complex and confusing. Honeywell is changing all that — with a
solution that simplifies installation and operation.
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DUCTLESS CONTROL SOLUTIONS

D6 PRO WI-FI DUCTLESS CONTROLLER
Makes everything easier — including the upsell.
Designed to look and function like a thermostat, the D6 Pro Controller keeps
it simple by giving homeowners the commands they use most: adjusting
the temperature and changing the mode. It also has a built-in temperature
sensor to ensure the temperature they set is the temperature they get.

• Installs in minutes with no ductless unit access required
• Intuitive display and operation help eliminate costly callbacks
• Scheduling, fan control and other functions available via the
Honeywell Home app

• Adds revenue to your install while ensuring a satisfied homeowner

DID YOU KNOW?
Ductless technology is projected to
experience double-digit sales increases
each year, through 2019.
(Source: BSRIA Report, 2014)

DC6000WF1001/U
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CONNECTED
SOLUTIONS
DELIVER CONNECTIVITY WITHOUT COMPLEXITY.
Meet demand for simple solutions that help manage home comfort and energy
efficiency in more ways and from more locations. Easy to install and operate, these
Honeywell products and technologies will ensure your customers stay connected
and in control with confidence.
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CONNECTED SOLUTIONS

ENERGY STAR® CERTIFICATION FOR CONNECTED THERMOSTATS
Energy savings. Made smarter.
The EPA recently updated its ENERGY STAR certification requirements. All thermostats
must be connected or “smart,” must prove that they save energy and must provide feedback
to homeowners on the impact of their setpoint changes. With Honeywell, you can meet
the needs of all of your customers knowing that our complete portfolio has received
ENERGY STAR certification. When you choose Honeywell, homeowners can expect:

• Proven energy savings of 10%+ for cooling and 8%+ for heating
• Tips on how setpoints and other actions can improve energy efficiency
• Monthly reports showing year-to-year comparisons of energy usage
For a complete list of ENERGY STAR certified products, please visit:
https://www.energystar.gov/productfinder/product/certified-connected-thermostats
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CONNECTED SOLUTIONS

HONEYWELL REDLINK™ TECHNOLOGY
Solving complex home comfort challenges the wireless way.
Honeywell RedLINK is the robust platform behind a suite of thermostats, zoning solutions
and accessories. For homeowners, RedLINK enables greater comfort through improved
control. For HVAC pros, RedLINK is a versatile solution that creates new sales opportunities
and easy installs – without having to run additional wires. Put these solutions to work:
 edLINK Internet Gateway: Use the
R
redesigned RedLINK Internet Gateway to
connect your customers’ RedLINK Comfort
Systems to the Internet and enable total
home comfort control from any smart device
through the Honeywell Total Connect
Comfort app.

Demand Response for RedLINK
Thermostats: Demand Response, or the
ability for homeowners to opt-in to utility
programs that reduce energy consumption
during times of peak demand, is now an
available feature on all Honeywell
thermostats with RedLINK Technology.*

THM6000R7001

*Programs vary by market and utility company.

DID YOU KNOW?
Some utilities charge 7X the normal rate during peak times.
Help homeowners save with Demand Response.
(Source: SimpleEnergy.co)

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS

C-WIRE ADAPTER
No common wire? No problem.

THP9045A1098/U

Need to install a Wi-Fi, 24v thermostat but don’t have access to a common wire? Don’t
run new wires, just add this common-sense alternative. The Honeywell C-Wire Adapter
makes the transition from non-connected to connected thermostats easy, featuring
tool-free installation, a simple adhesive mount, easy-push terminals with clear labeling
and pre-configured wire leads.

T SERIES T6 PRO Z-WAVE THERMOSTAT
The versatile Z-Wave thermostat that installs in a snap.

TH6320ZW2003/U

This Z-Wave Plus™ certified thermostat is capable of controlling up to 3H/2C heat pump
systems, and up to 2H/2C conventional systems. It’s also battery-powered, so even
low-voltage integrators can connect it to most HVAC systems. Using the latest Z-Wave
Plus platform, it helps provide greater wireless range and faster communication speed.
And because it’s part of our T Series, it features:

• A large, modern and intuitive touchscreen display
• Easy wiring with the UWP mounting system and familiar configuration
• A seamless homeowner handoff — so you can quickly move on to your next project
• Compatibility with most Z-Wave-compliant gateways and controllers
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WATER SOLUTIONS
HELPING YOU WIN IN WATER.
Honeywell is your one-stop resource for a full line of high-quality
hydronic and potable water solutions. Explore our new products for
spring, and be sure to check out our diverse water solutions portfolio
at www.ForwardThinking.Honeywell.com.

DID YOU KNOW?
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The T6 Pro Hydronic thermostat is
compatible with most competitive
10k ohm floor/slab sensors.

WATER SOLUTIONS

HYDRONIC ZONING PANEL

T SERIES T6 PRO HYDRONIC THERMOSTAT

Redesigned with contractors in mind.

Three control modes, one simple setup.

We’ve redesigned our zoning panel to give you the
features you need to complete the job quickly, in a
format that’s easier to understand and install. Our
new panel includes:

Our T6 Pro Hydronic thermostat offers three air
and floor modes — A, AF or F — to give homeowners
improved control, while giving you installation ease
and practical features such as:

• A streamlined board layout to improve
functionality and make maintenance intuitive

• Easy-to-understand color-coded wires to
accelerate installation and decrease errors

• An LED status panel that’s always visible, for
faster troubleshooting

• Adjustable freeze protection and temperature
floor limits

• The same UWP mounting system as other
T Series thermostats

• An easy upsell opportunity from simple hydronic
thermostats without slab sensing

Switching Relay
HPSR101/U Single Zone
HPSR103/U Three Zone
HPSR104/U Four Zone
HPSR106/U Six Zone
Valve Controller
HPZC103/U Three Zone
HPZC104/U Four Zone
HPZC105/U Five Zone
HPZC106/U Six Zone

TH6100AF2004/U
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WATER SOLUTIONS

T SERIES T1 PRO THERMOSTAT
The value you want from the brand you trust.
Sometimes simpler is just better. This versatile, non-connected
thermostat offers a streamlined display and push-button
functionality at a price that’s right. Like with all T Series
thermostats, its UWP mounting system makes it easy for you
to upsell to a connected unit down the road.

T1 PRO 1 Heat or 1 Cool only
TH1010D2000/U
T1 PRO 1H/1C Heat Pump + 1H/1C Conventional
TH1110D2009/U
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WATER SOLUTIONS

UNDERSINK MIXING VALVE
Meet nearly every code and application.
This ASSE 1070-certified mixing valve offers both 3-port and 4-port configurations, so you
can tackle more installations while carrying fewer products on your truck. Ideal for residential
or commercial applications, it also has clever features such as a cap design that indicates the
direction for setting warm or cold water, and integrated check valves in hot and cold inlets. It
even includes a mounting bracket for affixing the valve to the wall.
UMV500-LF/U

NON-CONNECTED WATER LEAK ALERT
Your customer’s first defense against costly water damage.
For unsuspecting homeowners, a water leak can be devastating. Show that you’re looking out
for their needs by installing a Honeywell Water Leak Alert, which delivers audible alerts of leaks
from water heaters, sump pumps, washers and more. It can also connect to a Prestige® IAQ with
EIM, so when alerts pop up on the thermostat, homeowners can call you to fix the leak.

WHLDT1000/U
Shown with accessory
cable sensor
CHWES41013/U

DID YOU KNOW?
The average water leak causes
thousands of dollars in damage.
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HEATING &
COOLING SOLUTIONS
QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND COMPATIBILITY BEYOND COMPARE.
Many of our heating and cooling products feature flexible compatibility, so you can
solve more challenges and increase your revenue while reducing inventory complexity
and costs. And you’ll walk away from every job with confidence, knowing you’ve
installed the best in quality and performance.
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HEATING & COOLING SOLUTIONS

DIRECT IGNITION 2-STAGE GAS VALVE
Replaces 60+ controls. That’s versatile.
With this gas valve on your truck, you’re ready for any installation, and every
replacement opportunity. Designed to replace more than 60 standard and
slow-opening VR8205 and VR8215 controls, it takes versatility, simplicity
and safety to the next level with helpful features, including:

• A compact design for maneuverability in tight spaces
• Multipurpose mounting orientations for streamlined installation
• Dual redundancy with two independent valves acting as fail-safes
for each other — for optimal homeowner safety

Direct Ignition 2-Stage Gas Valve
VR8215Q1651/U
VR8215Q1669/U
Dual Valve Gas Control for Goodman systems
VR8215S1214T/U

Dual Valve Gas Control for Lennox systems
VR8205M2823T/U
VR8205Q2746T/U
VR8215S1248T/U
VR8305Q4153T/U
VR8215S1230T/U
VR8205Q2787T/U
VR9205R2363T/U
VR8205Q2795T/U

Dual Valve Gas Control for Rheem systems
VR8205N8829T/U
VR8304P4256T/U
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Home and Building Technologies
715 Peachtree Street NE
Atlanta, GA 30308
1.800.328.5111
www.honeywell.com
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